Meeting opened with members present Walter Durack, Harold Lamos, Amanda Loud and Kathleen DeWolfe.

Members of the public after joint meeting with Ashland Planning Board who will supply the minutes (to be filed) on Northern Pass concerns.

Minutes of the January 25, 2017 read and accepted.

Email reply from Plymouth CC on Oxbow project read

Reply from DES on River St. and Squam Lane activity read and filed

DES approval for permit # 2016-02428 read and filed

Membership to SLA of $100.00 and SLCS of $100.00 discussed and motion made by Amanda Loud to join these entities at this amount, seconded by Harold Lamos and all voted in favor.

Memo on Invasive Species read and accepted to be sent in April to Town Departments

Invitations sent to Rebecca Hanson of SLA, Roger Larochelle of SLCS and PRLAC to join meetings to be determined to provide updates on local conservation issues and projects.

Meeting adjourned at 7:45.

Submitted by Kathleen DeWolfe